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Abstract
We consider a real Lagrangian off-critical submodel describing the soliton sector of
the so-called conformal affine sl(3)(1) Toda model coupled to matter fields (CATM).
The theory is treated as a constrained system in the context of Faddeev-Jackiw and the
symplectic schemes. We exhibit the parent Lagrangian nature of the model from which
generalizations of the sine-Gordon (GSG) or the massive Thirring (GMT) models are
derivable. The dual description of the model is further emphasized by providing the
relationships between bilinears of GMT spinors and relevant expressions of the GSG
fields. In this way we exhibit the strong/weak coupling phases and the (generalized)
soliton/particle correspondences of the model. The sl(n)(1) case is also outlined.
PACS numbers: 11.10.Lm, 12.40.Nn, 11.30.Na, 11.27+d
Keywords: (generalized) Thirring and sine-Gordon models, ane Toda coupled to matter,
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1 Introduction
Integrable theories in two-dimensions have been an extraordinary laboratory for the under-
standing of basic nonperturbative aspects of physical theories and various aspects, relevant in
more realistic 4-dimensional models, have been tested [1]. In particular the conformal ane
Toda models coupled to (Dirac) matter elds (CATM) [2] for the sl(2)(1) and sl(3)(1) cases
are discussed in [3, 4, 5] and [6], respectively. The interest in such models comes from their
integrability and duality properties [2, 4], which can be used as toy models to understand
some phenomena; such as, a connement mechanism in QCD [3, 6] and the electric-magnetic
duality in four dimensional gauge theories, conjectured in [7] and developed in [8].
O-critical submodels, such as the sl(2) ane Toda model coupled to matter elds
(ATM), can be obtained at the classical or quantum mechanical level through some con-
venient reduction processes starting from CATM [4, 5]. In the sl(2) case, using bosonization
techniques, it has been shown that the classical equivalence between the U(1) vector and
topological currents holds true at the quantum level, and then leads to a bag model like
mechanism for the connement of the spinor elds inside the solitons; in addition, it has
been shown that the sl(2) ATM theory decouples into a sine-Gordon model and a free scalar
[3, 9]. These facts indicate the existence of a sort of duality in these models involving soli-
tons and particles [7]. The symplectic structure of the sl(2) ATM model has recently been
studied [5] in the context of Faddeev-Jackiw (FJ) [10] and (constrained) symplectic methods
[11, 12]. Imposing the equivalence between the U(1) vector and topological currents as a
constraint there have been obtained the sine-Gordon or the massive Thirring model.
In this paper we consider the sl(3) ATM model. Using the FJ and symplectic methods we
show the parent Lagrangian [13] nature of the model from which the generalized sine-Gordon
(GSG) or the massive Thirring (GMT) models are derivable. We thus show that there are
(at least classically) two equivalent descriptions of the model, by means of either the Dirac
or the Toda type elds. It will also be clear the duality exchange of the coupling regimes
g ! 1=g and the generalized soliton/particle correspondences in each sl(2) ATM submodel,
which we uncover by providing explicit relationships between the GSG and GMT elds.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we dene the sl(3) ATM model . Section
3 deals with the model in the FJ framework, the outcome is the GMT model. In section 4,
we attack the same problem from the point of view of symplectic quantization [11, 12] giving
the Poisson brackets of the GMT and GSG models. Section 5 deals with the soliton/particle
and strong/weak coupling correspondences. Section 6 outlines the relevant steps towards
the generalization to sl(n) ATM. In the appendix A we present the construction of sl(3)(1)
CATM model and its relationship to the (two-loop) WZNW model.
2 Description of the model
In ane Toda type theories the question of whether all mathematical solutions are physically
acceptable deserves a careful analysis, specially if any consistent quantization of the models
is discussed. The requirement of real energy density leads to a certain reality conditions on
the solutions of the model. In general, a few soliton solutions survive the reality constraint,
if in addition one also demands positivity. These kind of issues are discussed in Refs. [14].
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Here we follow the prescription to restrict the model to a subspace of classical solutions which
satisfy the physical principles of reality of energy density and soliton/particle correspondence.
In CATM models associated to the principal gradation of an ane Lie algebra we have a
1-soliton solution (real Toda eld) for each pair of Dirac elds  i and  ˜i [2]. This fact allows
us to make the identications  ˜i  ( i), and take real Toda elds. In the case of sl(2)(1)
CATM theory, this procedure does not spoil the particle-soliton correspondence [3, 4].
We consider the sl(3)(1) CATM theory (see Appendix A) with the conformal symmetry
gauge xed 1 by setting  = 0 and the reality conditions
 ˜j = −( j); (j = 1; 2; 3); ’a = ’a; (a = 1; 2); (2.1)
or
 ˜j = ( j)

; j = 1; 2;  ˜3 = −( 3);
’1; 2 ! ’1; 2 −  (the new’a’s being real elds); (2.2)
where  means complex conjugation. The condition (2.2) must be supplied with x !
−x. Moreover, for consistency of the equations of motion (A.15)-(A.23) under the reality




R −  ˜jR 3Le−3i’j = 0; j = 1; 2;  1L 2Re−3i’1 −  2L 1Re−3i’2 = 0: (2.3)
Then, the above reality conditions and constraints allow us to dene a suitable physical
Lagrangian. The equations (A.13), (A.15)-(A.23), supplied with (2.1) [or (2.2)] and (2.3),









j + i 
j
γ@ 
j −mj  jeijγ5 j
]
(2.4)
where  j  ( j)y γ0 , 1  2’1−’2, 2  2’2−’1, 3  1 + 2, m3 = m1 +m2 , k is an
overall coupling constant and the ’j are real elds.
The Eq. (2.4) denes the sl(3) affine Toda theory coupled to matter fields (ATM). Notice
that the space of solutions of sl(3)(1) CATM model satisfying the conditions (2.1)-(2.3) must
be solutions of the sl(3) ATM theory (2.4). Indeed, it is easy to verify that the three species
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1 = 0;  3 = 0g and f
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; ’1 = ’2;  
1 =
0;  2 = 0g satisfy the equations of motion; i.e., each positive root of sl(3) reproduces the
sl(2) ATM case [3, 4]. Moreover, these solutions satisfy the above reality conditions and
constriants (2.1)-(2.3) (with (2.1) and (2.2) for S and S, respectively), and the equivalence
between the U(1) vector and topological currents (A.29). Then, the soliton/particle corre-
spondences survive the above reduction processes performed to dene the sl(3) ATM theory.
1The auxiliary fields ν˜ and η of the CATM theories are associated to the topological character of the
soliton masses and to the conformal symmetry, respectively. The classical and quantum reductions CATM
! ATM can be treated as in [5] and [4], respectively.
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The class of 2-soliton solutions of sl(3)(1) CATM [6] behave as follows: i) they are given
by 6 species associated to the pair (i; j); i  j; i; j = 1; 2; 3; where the ’s are the positive
roots of sl(3) Lie algebra. Each species (i; i) solves the sl(2) CATM submodel
2; ii) satisfy
the U(1) vector and topological currents equivalence (A.29).
3 The generalized massive Thirring model (GMT)









j + i 
j
γ@ 
j −mj  jeijγ5 j + j(mj jγ j − @(qjj))
]
; (3.1)
where the ATM Lagrangian (2.4) is supplied with the constraints, (ml 
l
















, q1  q2  1,
q3  0). Their total sum bears an intriguing resemblance to the U(1) vector and topological
currents equivalence (A.29); however, the mj ’s here are some arbitrary parameters. The
same procedure has been used, for example, to incorporate the left-moving condition in the
study of chiral bosons in two dimensions [15]. The constraints in (3.1) will break the left-right
local symmetries (A.25)-(A.28) of sl(3) ATM (2.4). In order to apply the Faddeev-Jackiw
(FJ) method we should write (3.1) in the rst order form in time derivative, so let us dene
the conjugated momenta
1  1 =
1
12
(2 _1 + _2) + 
1
1; 2  2 =
1
12
(2 _2 + _1) + 
2
1;
1µ = 0; 2µ = 0; 
j
R  j R = −i ~ jR; jL  j L = −i ~ jL: (3.2)
We are assuming that Dirac elds are anticommuting Grasmannian variables and their
momenta variables dened through left derivatives. Then, as usual, the Hamiltonian is
dened by (sum over repeated indices is assumed)
Hc = 1 _1 + 2 _2 + _ jRjR + _ jLjL − L: (3.3)
Explicitly the Hamiltonian density becomes
Hc = 2(j)2 + 4(11)2 + 4
(
21





2 − jR jR;x + jL jL;x + imj (e−j ~ jR jL − ej ~ jL jR)
+10[J
0
1 − 1;x] + 20[J02 − 2;x]; (3.4)













l   lγ l; l = 1; 2; 3: (3.5)
2sl(2) ATM 2−solitons satisfy an analogous Eq. to (A.29); for ϕ real and ψ˜ = (ψ)∗ (constraints (2.1)-
(2.2); (2.3) is trivialy satisfied since ψ˜j = ψj = 0 for j 6= i) one has, soliton-soliton SS, SS bounds and no
SS¯ bounds [3].
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Let us observe that each U(1) Noether current of the sl(3) ATM theory dened in (2.4)
is conserved separately; i.e., @j

l = 0; l = 1; 2; 3.
Next, the same Legendre transform (3.3) is used to write the rst order Lagrangian
L = 1 _1 + 2 _2 + _ jRjR + _ jLjL −Hc: (3.6)
Our starting point for the FJ analysis will be this rst order Lagrangian. Then the








and the remaining equations lead to two constraints
Ω1  J01 − 1;x = 0; Ω2  J02 − 2;x = 0: (3.8)
The Lagrange multipliers 11 and 
2
1 must be replaced back in (3.6) and the constraints
(3.8) solved. Firstly, let us replace the 11 and 
2
1 multipliers into Hc, then one gets
H0c = 2(j)2 −
1
12




+ i ~ jR 
j
R;x − i ~ jL jL;x + imj (e−ij ~ jR jL − eij ~ jL jR): (3.9)
The new Lagrangian becomes
L0 = 1 _1 + 2 _2 + _ jRjR + _ jLjL −H0c: (3.10)
We implement the constraints (3.8) by replacing in (3.10) the elds 1; 2 in terms of
the space integral of the current components J01 ; J
0




































where J03  J01 + J02 . Observe that the terms containig the a’s in Eq. (3.11) cancel to each
other if one uses the current conservation laws. Notice the apperances of various types of
current-current interactions. The following Darboux transformation










J0j jL; j = 1; 2; 3; (3.12)
is used to diagonalize the canonical one-form. Then, the kinetic terms will give additional
current-current interactions, −1
2
[J1:(j1 + j3) + J2:(j2 + j3)]. We are, thus, after dening
k  1=g, and rescaling the elds  j ! 1=pk  j , left with the Lagrangian
L[ ;  ] =
3∑
j=1
fi jγ@ j +mj  j jg −
3∑



























+ mi + m
3
2
), i = 1; 2. This denes the generalized massive Thirring model (GMT).
The canonical pairs are (−i ~ jR;  jR) and (−i ~ jL;  jL).
4
4 The symplectic formalism and the ATM model
4.1 The (constrained) symplectic formalism
We give a brief overview of the basic notations of symplectic approach 3. The geometric






























being the canonical one-form dened from the original rst
order Lagrangian
L(0)dt = a(0)((0))− V (0)((0))dt: (4.3)
The superscript (0) refers to the original Lagrangian, and is indicative of the iterative
nature of the computations. The constraints are imposed through Lagrange multipliers
which are velocities, and in such case one has to extend the conguration space [11, 12]. The
corresponding Lagrangian gets modied and consequently the superscript also changes. The
algorithm terminates once the symplectic matrix turns out to be non-singular.
4.2 The generalized massive Thirring model (GMT)
Next, we will consider our model in the framework of the symplectic formalism. Let L0, Eq.
(3.10), be the zeroth-iterated Lagrangian L(0). Then the rst iterated lagrangian will be
L(1) = 1 _1 + 2 _2 + _ jRjR + _ jLjL + _1Ω1 + _2Ω2 − V(1); (4.4)
where the once-iterated symplectic potential is dened by
V(1) = H0cjΩ1=Ω2=0; (4.5)
and the stability conditions of the symplectic constraints, Ω1 and Ω2, under time evolution
have been implemented by making 10 ! _1 and 20 ! _2. Consider the once-iterated set of
symplectic variables in the following order

























and the components of the canonical one-form
a(1) = (Ω1;Ω2; 1; 2;−1R;−1L;−2R;−2L;−3R;−3L; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0): (4.7)
3These are given for point mechanics, the extension to field theory is self evident.
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where the 9x9 matrices are
a11 =

















∂x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 ∂x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
im1ψ˜1
R
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
im1ψ˜1
L
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 im2ψ˜2
R
0 0 0 0 0 0 0



















































































0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
m1ψ1
R
0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0
m1ψ1L 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0
0 m2ψ2
R
0 0 0 0 −1 0 0
0 m2ψ2
L

















L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

; a22 =
 0 0    0 −10 0 0 0 0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 0 0 0 0
−1 0    0 0
:







































































dyV(1)  0: (4.10)
Thus, the gradient of the symplectic potential happens to be orthogonal to the zero-mode
v(1). Since the equations of motion are automatically validated no symplectic constraints





A (x); A = 1; 2; :::18: (4.11)
So, in order to deform the symplectic matrix into an invertible one, we have to add
some gauge xing terms to the symplectic potential. One can choose any consitent set of
6
gauge xing conditions [12]. In our case we have two symmetry generators associated to the
parameters u and v, so there must be two gauge conditions. Let us choose
Ω3  1 = 0 Ω4  2 = 0: (4.12)
These conditions gauge away the elds 1 and 2, so only the remaining eld variables
will describe the dynamics of the system. Other gauge conditions, which eventually gauge
away the spinor elds  i will be considered in the next subsection.
Implementing the consistency conditions by means of Lagrange multipliers 3 and 4 we
get the twice-iterated Lagrangian
L(2) = 1 _1 + 2 _2 + _ RjR + _ LjL + _1Ω1 + _2Ω2 + _3Ω3 + _4Ω4 − V(2); (4.13)
where
V(2) = V(1)jΩ3=Ω4=0:
Assuming now that the new set of symplectic variables is given in the following order

























and the non vanishing components of the canonical one-form
a(2) = (Ω1;Ω2;Ω3;Ω4; 1; 2;−1R;−1L;−2R;−2L;−3R;−3L; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0); (4.15)









where the 10x10 matrices are
a11 =












0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0
∂x 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 ∂x 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
im1ψ˜1
R
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
im1ψ˜1
L
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 im2ψ˜2
R
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 im2ψ˜2
L











































0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0





















0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
m1ψ1R 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0
m1ψ1
L
0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0
0 m2ψ2
R
0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0
0 m2ψ2
L





















0 0 0    0 −1 0
0 0 0    0 0 −1
0 0 0    0 0 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 0 0    0 0 0
−1 0 0    0 0 0

















(u+ ) 3L; u
0 + !; 0 + ; im1 ~ 1Ru; im
















A (x); A = 1; 2; :::20: (4.18)
Now, let us choose the gauge conditions
Ω5  1J11 +
1
2
J1:(j1 + j3) = 0; Ω6  2J12 +
1
2
J2:(j2 + j3) = 0; (4.19)
and impose the consistency conditions with the Lagrange multipliers 5; 6, then
L(3) = 1 _1 +2 _2 + _ RjR+ _ LjL+ _1Ω1 + _2Ω2 + _3Ω3 + _4Ω4 + _5Ω5 + _6Ω6−V(3); (4.20)
where












[J1:(j1 + j3) + J2:(j2 + j3)]
+ i ~ jR 
j
R;x − i ~ jL jL;x + imj  j j : (4.22)
The symplectic two-form for this Lagrangian is a non singular matrix, then our algorithm
has come to an end. Collecting the canonical part and the symplectic potential V(3) one has
L[ ;  ] =
3∑
j=1
fi jγ@ j +mj  j jg −
3∑











where 3  1+22 . We have made the same choice, k = 1=g, and the eld rescalings  j !
1=
p
k  j as in the last section. This is the same GMT Lagrangian as (3.13). As a bonus, we
get the chemical potentials l  mll ( _1;2 ! 1;2) times the charge densities. These terms






l (t; x), and their presence is a consequence of
the symplectic method [5].
4.3 The generalized sine-Gordon model (GSG)
One can choose other gauge xings, instead of (4.12), to construct the twice-iterated La-
grangian. Let us make the choice
Ω3  J01 = 0; Ω4  J02 = 0; (4.24)
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which satises the non-gauge invariance condition as can be veried by computing the brack-
ets fΩa ; J0b g = 0; a; b = 1; 2. The twice-iterated Lagrangian is obtained by bringing back
these constraints into the canonical part of L(1), then
L(2) = 1 _1 + 2 _2 + _ RjR + _ LjL + _1Ω1 + _2Ω2 + _3Ω3 + _4Ω4 − V(2); (4.25)


































and the components of the canonical one-form
a
(2)
A = (Ω1;Ω2;Ω3;Ω4; 1; 2;−1R;−1L;−2R;−2L;−3R;−3L; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0); (4.28)












0 0 0 0 ∂x 0 im
1ψ˜1R im
1ψ˜1L 0 0










0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 im2ψ˜2R im
2ψ˜2L
∂x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0















0 0 0 0 0 0
0 im2ψ˜2L 0 im























































































0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0






































0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
m1ψ1R 0 m




















































0 0 0    0 −1 0
0 0 0    0 0 −1
0 0 0    0 0 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 0 0    0 0 0
−1 0 0    0 0 0








u; ; !; ; 0; 0; m1(u+ !) 1R; m
1(u+ !) 1L; m
2( + ) 2R; m
2( + ) 2L;
m3
2
(u+  + ! + ) 3R;
m3
2
(u+  + ! + ) 3L; u
0; 0; im1 ~ 1R(u+ !);
im1 ~ 1L(u+ !); im
2 ~ 2R( + ); im
2 ~ 2L( + );
im3
2
~ 3R(u+  + ! + );
im3
2
~ 3L(u+  + ! + )
)
; (4.30)









dx J1a @xfa  0; fa  (!; ); a = 1; 2:
Since the functions fa are arbitrary we end up with the following constraints
Ω5  J11 = 0; Ω6  J12 = 0: (4.31)
Notice that by solving the constraints, Ω3 = Ω4 = Ω5 = Ω6 = 0, Eqs. (4.24) and (4.31),
we may obtain
~ jR =  
j
R;
~ jL =  
j
L: (4.32)
So, at this stage, we have Majorana spinors, the scalars 1 and 2, and the auxiliary
elds. Next, introduce a third set of Lagrange multipliers into L(2), then
L(3) = 1 _1 +2 _2 + _ RjR+ _ LjL+ _1Ω1 + _2Ω2 + _3Ω3 + _4Ω4 + _5Ω5 + _6Ω6−V(3); (4.33)
where





2 + i jR 
j
R;x − i jL jL;x + imj  jR jL(e−ij + eij ): (4.35)





























The components of the canonical one-form are
a
(3)
A = (Ω1;Ω2;Ω3;Ω4;Ω5;Ω6; 1; 2;−1R;−1L;−2R;−2L;−3R;−3L; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0):



















0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ∂x 0 0 im
2ψ˜2
R





0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 im2ψ˜2
R
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −im1ψ˜1R im1ψ˜1L 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −im2ψ˜2
R
∂x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 ∂x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
im1ψ˜1R 0 im










































































































































0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0





0 im2ψ˜2L 0 im
2ψ˜2L 0 im

















































0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0







0 0 0 −1 0 0
m1ψ1L 0 m
1ψ1L 0 m

































































0 0 0 0    0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0    0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0    0 0 0 −1
0 0 0 0    0 0 0 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 0 0 0    0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0    0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0    0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0    0 0 0 0
:
It can be checked that this matrix has the zero-modes










































where a+1  u+ ! + y; a+2   +  + z; a+3  u+ ! + y +  +  + z; a−1  u+ ! − y; a−2 
 +  − z; a+3  u + ! + y +  −  − z, and u, , !, , y and z are arbitrary functions.






A (x); A = 1; 2; :::22: (4.38)
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These symmetries allow us to x the bilinears i jR 
j
L to be constants. By taking  
j
R =
−iCjj and  jL = j , (j = 1; 2; 3) with Cj being real numbers, we nd that i jR jL indeed
becomes a constant. Note that j and j are Grassmannian variables, while jj is an
ordinary commuting number.
The two form f
(3)
AB(x; y), Eq. (4.36), in the subspace (1; 2; 1; 2) denes a canonical
symplectic structure modulo canonical transformations. The coordinates a and a (a =








. Then, in particular if a = ^a one can, in principle, solve for
the function F such that a manifestly kinetic termr appear in the new Lagrangian.












+ 1@x1 + 2@x2; (4.39)
where Mj = m
j
 Cj . This denes the generalized sine-Gordon model (GSG). In addition we
get the terms multiplied by chemical potentials 1 and 2 ( _
1; 2 ! −1; 2). These are just
the topological charge densities, and are related to the conservation of the number of kinks





In the above gauge xing procedures the possibility of Gribov-like ambiguities deserves
a careful analysis. See Ref. [5] for a discussion in the sl(2) ATM case. However, in the next
section, we provide an indirect evidence of the abscence of such ambiguities, at least, for the
soliton sector of the model.
5 The soliton/particle correspondences
The sl(2) ATM theory contains the sine-Gordon (SG) and the massive Thirring (MT) mod-
els describing the soliton/particle correspondence of its spectrum [3, 4, 5, 9]. The ATM
one-(anti)soliton solution satises the remarkable SG and MT classical correspondence in
which, apart from the Noether and topological currents equivalence, MT spinor bilinears
are related to the exponential of the SG eld [16]. The last relationship was exploited in
[4] to decouple the sl(2) ATM equations of motion into the SG and MT ones. Here we








































−m2 p6e3i’2 −m3 p3]; (5.3)
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where   a11a22a33 + 2a12a23a13 − a11 (a23)2 − (a12)2 a33 − (a13)2 a22; p1  (a23)2 − a22a33;
p2  (a13)2 − a11a33; p3  (a12)2 − a11a22; p4  a12a23 − a22a13; p5  a13a23 − a12a33;
p6  a11a23 − a12a13 and the aij’s being the current-current coupling constants of the GMT
model (3.13). The relationships (5.1)-(5.3) supplied with the conditions (2.1)-(2.3) and
conveniently substituted into Eqs. (A.13) and (A.15)-(A.23) decouple the sl(3)(1) CATM
equations into the GSG (4.39) and GMT (3.13) equations of motion, respectively.
Moreover, one can show that the GSG (4.39) Mj parameters and the GMT (3.13) cou-































(a12a33 − a13a23)− a11a22 + (a12)2: (5.6)
Various limiting cases of the relationships (5.1)-(5.3) and (5.4)-(5.6) are possible. First,
let us consider
ajk !















;  jR ˜
j
L = 0; j 6= l; (5.8)
for all = lg (1;2 = 1; 3 = −1). The three species of one-soliton solutions of the sl(3)
ATM theory (2.4), found in [6] and described in Section 2, satisfy the relationships (5.8) [4].





; Mj = 0; j 6= l: (5.9)
Therefore, the relationships (5.1)-(5.3) incorporate each sl(2) ATM submodel (parti-
cle/soliton) weak/strong coupling phases; i.e., the MT/SG correspondence [4, 5].
Then, the currents equivalence (A.29), the relationships (5.1)-(5.3) and the conditions
(2.1)-(2.3) satised by the one-soliton sector of CATM theory allowed us to stablish the
correspondence between the GSG and GMT models, thus extending the MT/SG result [16].
It could be interesting to obtain the counterpart of Eqs. (5.1)-(5.3) for the NS  2 solitons,
for example along the lines of [16]. For NS = 2, Eq. (A.29) still holds [6]; and Eqs. (2.1)-(2.3)
are satised for the species (i; i).
Second, consider the limit
aik !

















= (m3 all −ml al3)e−i3 +ml al3e−3i’l +m3 all; (5.11)
 jR ˜
j
L = 0: (5.12)
where   4(alla33 − (al3)2). The parameters are related by (m3 )2allMl = ml (m3 al3 −
ml a33)M3. In the case Ml = M3 = M and redening the elds as l =
p
12g(A+ B); j =
















which is a particular case of the Bukhvostov-Lipatov model (BL) [17]. It corresponds to a
GMT-like theory with two Dirac spinors. The BL model is not classically integrable [18],
and some discussions have appeared in the literature about its quantum integrability [19].
Alternatively, if one allows the limit a33 ! 1 one gets  3R ˜3L = 0, and additional
















. Then we left with two Dirac spinors in the GMT sector and all the
terms of the GSG model. The later resembles the 2−cosine model studied in [20] in some
submanifold of its renormalized parameter space.
6 Generalization to sl(n)(1)
The procedures presented so far can directly be extended to the CATM model for the ane
Lie algebra sl(n)(1) furnished with the principal gradation. According to the construction
of [2], these models have soliton solutions for an o-critical submodel, possess a U(1) vec-




)n−1 ⊗ (U(1)L)n−1 left-right local gauge symmetry, and the equations of
motion describe the dynamics of the scalar elds ’a; ; ˜ (a = 1; :::n − 1) and the Dirac
spinors  j ,  ˜j , (j = 1; :::N ; N  n
2
(n−1) = number of positive roots j of the simple Lie
algebra sl(n)) with one-(anti)soliton solution associated to the eld j:~’ (~’ =
∑n−1
a=1 ’aa,
a= simple roots of sl(n)) for each pair of Dirac elds ( 
j ,  ˜j )[2]. Therefore, it is possible
to dene the o-critical real Lagrangian sl(n) ATM model for the solitonic sector of the
theory. The reality conditions would generalize the Eqs. (2.1)-(2.3); i.e., the new ’’s real
and the identications  ˜j  ( j ) (up to  signs). To apply the symplectic analysis of
sl(n) ATM one must impose (n− 1) constraints in the Lagrangian, analogous to (3.1), due
to the above local symmetries. The outcome will be a parent Lagrangian of a generalized
massive Thirring model (GMT) with N Dirac elds and a generalized sine-Gordon model
(GSG) with (n−1) elds. The decoupling of the Toda elds and Dirac elds in the equations
of motion of sl(n)(1) CATM, analogous to (A.13) and (A.15)-(A.23), could be performed by
an extension of the relationships (5.1)-(5.3) and (2.1)-(2.3).
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7 Discussions and outlook
We have shown, in the context of FJ and symplectic methods, that the sl(3) ATM (2.4)
theory is a parent Lagrangian [13] from which both the GMT (3.13) and the GSG (4.39)
models are derivable. From (3.13) and (4.39), it is also clear the duality exchange of the
couplings: g ! 1=g. The various soliton/particle species correspondences are uncovered.
The soliton sector saties the U(1) vector and topological currents equivalence (A.29) and
decouples the equations of motion into both dual sectors, through the relationships (5.1)-(5.3)
(supplied with (2.1)-(2.3)). The relationships (5.1)-(5.3) contain each sl(2) ATM submodel
soliton solution. In connection to these points, recently a parent Lagrangian method was
used to give a generalization of the dual theories concept for non p-form elds [21]. In
[21], the parent Lagrangian contained both types of elds, from which each dual theory was
obtained by eliminating the other elds through the equations of motion.
On the other hand, in nonabelian bosonization of massless fermions [22], the fermion
bilinears are identied with bosonic operators. Whereas, in abelian bosonization [23] there
exists an identication between the massive fermion operator (charge nonzero sector) and a
nonperturbative bosonic soliton operator [24]. Recently, it has been shown that symmetric
space sine-Gordon models bosonize the massive nonabelian (free) fermions providing the
relationships between the fermions and the relevant solitons of the bosonic model [25]. The
ATM model allowed us to stablish these type of relationships for interacting massive spinors
in the spirit of particle/soliton correspondence. We hope that the quantization of the ATM
theories and the related WZNW models, and in particular the relationships (A.34), would
provide the bosonization of the nonzero charge sectors of the GMT fermions in terms of their
associated Toda and WZNW elds.
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A Appendix: The sl(3)(1) CATM model
We summarize the construction and some properties of the CATM model relevant to our
discussions 4. More details can also be found in [6]. Consider the zero curvature condition
@+A− − @−A+ + [A+; A−] = 0. The potentials take the form
A+ = −BF+B−1; A− = −@−BB−1 + F−; (A.1)
with
F+ = E3 + F+1 + F
+
2 ; F
− = E−3 + F−1 + F
−
2 ; (A.2)
4Our notations follow that of [2], except that the ϕ’s below have been multiplied by i.
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2 e˜C eQppal ; (A.7)




2 and C (i = 1; 2; 3; n = 0;1) are some generators of sl(3)(1); Qppal being



































a ] = nH
n
a : (A.12)








a being the integers in the expansions
 = naa and =
2 = laa=
2
a, and "(; ) the relevant structure constants.
TakeK11 = K22 = 2 andK12 = K21 = −1 as the Cartan matrix elements of the simple Lie
algebra sl(3). Denoting by 1 and 2 the simple roots and the highest one by  (= 1 +2),
one has l a = 1(a = 1; 2), and K 1 = K 2 = 1. Take "(; ) = −"(−;−); "1;2 
"(1; 2) = 1; "−1;3  "(−1;  ) = 1 and "−2;3  "(−2;  ) = −1.
One has Qppal  ∑2a=1 sava:H + 3D, where va are the fundamental co-weights of sl(3),
and the principal gradation vector is s = (1; 1; 1) [26].
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−2@+ 1L = m1 e+i1 1R; −2@+ 2L = m2 e+i2 2R; (A.15)
2@− 1R = m
1
 e




e(− 3R ˜2Lei2 −  ˜2R 3Le−i3); (A.16)
2@− 2R = m
2
 e
















e(− 1L 2Rei2 +  2L 1Rei1); (A.18)
2@− 3R = m
3
 e










e(− 2L ˜3Re−i3 −  ˜3L 2Rei2); (A.20)











2@− ˜2R = m
2
 e
+i2 ˜2L; −2@+ ˜3L = m3 e−i3 ˜3R; (A.22)
2@− ˜3R = m
3
 e







i2 −  ˜2R ˜1Lei1); (A.23)
@2 = 0; (A.24)
where 1  2’1 − ’2; 2  2’2 − ’1; 3  ’1 + ’2.




left-right local gauge symmetry
’a ! ’a + a+(x+) + a−(x−); a = 1; 2 (A.25)
˜ ! ˜ ;  !  (A.26)
 i ! ei(1+γ5)i+(x+)+i(1−γ5)i−(x−)  i; (A.27)
 ˜i ! e−i(1+γ5)(i+)(x+)−i(1−γ5)(i−)(x−)  ˜i; i = 1; 2; 3; (A.28)
1  2  21; 2  1  22; 3  1 + 2:
One can get global symmetries for a = a = constants. For a model dened by a
Lagrangian these would imply the presence of two vector and two chiral conserved currents.
However, it was found only half of such currents [6]. This is a consequence of the lack of a
Lagrangian description for the sl(3)(1) CATM; however see below.
The gauge xing of the conformal symmetry, by setting the eld  to a constant, is





 jγ j , and topological currents equivalence
[2, 5]. Moreover, it has been shown that the soliton solutions are in the orbit of the solution




 jγ j  @(m1 ’1 +m2 ’2); m3 = m1 +m2 ; mi > 0: (A.29)
The CATM theory has a local Lagrangian in terms of the B and the (two-loop) WZNW
elds [2]. The relations between their elds can be obtained from










provided that the following constraints are imposed
(@−MM−1)−3 = B−1(m:H−1)B; (@−MM−1)<−3 = 0: (A.32)
and
(N−1@+N)3 = B (m:H1)B−1; (N−1@+N)>3 = 0: (A.33)
In (A.31) and (A.32)-(A.33) s and the subscripts denote the principal gradation structure





























































































































2 (i = 1; 2; 3) are nonlocal in terms of
the spinors and scalars f i;  ˜i; ’1; ’2; ˜ and g. Then the CATM model Lagrangian must
be nonlocal when written in terms of its elds.
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